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Abstract

Myelodysplastic syndromes (MDSs) are a heterogeneous group of 
disorders negatively affecting the bone marrow and resulting in multi-
ple cytopenias. MDS ultimately progresses to acute myeloid leukemia 
(AML). Azacitidine was the first hypomethylating agent approved in 
Canada for patients with high risk MDS and patients with AML with 
20-30% blasts. Azacitidine has a relatively low toxicity profile and is 
well tolerated by most age groups. We conducted a retrospective chart 
review of patients who received azacitidine at our institution, over a 
3.5-year period. To our knowledge, this report presents the first case 
of peripheral neuropathy and an additional case of pneumonitis as 
rare adverse effects of azacitidine.
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Introduction

Myelodysplastic syndromes (MDSs) are a heterogeneous 
group of disorders characterized by cytopenias of one or more 
peripheral blood cell types, abnormal hematopoiesis and of-
ten acquired genetic abnormalities in the bone marrow. This 
is followed by a progressive impairment in growth and dif-
ferentiation and eventually evolution to acute myeloid leuke-
mia (AML), which occurs at a variable rate, depending on risk 
stratification [1-3].

Hypermethylation has been recognized as one of the epi-
genetic abnormalities in patients with myelodysplasia, as well 
as other cancers [4-6]. A new class of drugs known as hypo-
methylating agents has been recently developed demonstrat-
ing positive effects on cytopenias, decreased transfusion re-
quirements and a survival advantage compared to supportive 
care [7, 8]. One of these agents, azacitidine, was approved by 
Health Canada in April 2009, for treatment of adult patients 
who, based on the International Prognostic Scoring System 
(IPSS), have intermediate-2 and high risk MDS or AML with 
20-30% blasts and multi-lineage dysplasia, and who are not 
eligible for stem cell transplantation [9].

Azacitidine has a relatively low toxicity profile and is 
well tolerated among elderly patients. The most commonly 
reported adverse effects of this medication are myelosuppres-
sion, gastrointestinal symptoms (nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, 
constipation and anorexia) and injection site reactions such as 
erythema [10]. Rare serious or fatal complications from the 
drug have not been well described [11].

We retrospectively reviewed our use of azacitidine from 
September 2009 to December 2012, approved by the Ottawa 
Health Science Network Research Ethics Boar, and identified 
two cases of rare pulmonary and neurologic adverse events 
suspected to be secondary to azacitidine.

Case Reports

Case 1

A 73-year-old male was seen in leukemia clinic for an abnormal 
complete blood count (CBC). He was anemic (hemoglobin of 
89 g/L) and thrombocytopenic (platelet count of 63 × 109/L). 
His white blood count was 13.6 × 109/L with a neutrophil 
count of 5.92 × 109/L, and a blast count of 1.78 × 109/L, in the 
peripheral blood. Following a bone marrow aspirate and biop-
sy, the patient was diagnosed with a MDS, specifically, refrac-
tory anemia with excess blasts-2. Cytogenetic testing showed 
a normal karyotype. Therefore, the resultant IPSS score of 2.0 
placed him in the intermediate-2 risk group, which indicated 
that his median survival was 1.2 years. He began azacitidine, 
75 mg/m2/day subcutaneous (SC) for 7 days every 4 weeks. At 
the start of the third cycle, he started to experience intermittent 
fevers, chills and night sweats. He was started on levofloxacin. 
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Blood cultures demonstrated Mycobacterium fortuitum, and 
antibiotics were switched to clarithromycin and ciprofloxa-
cin. Four weeks later, after the fourth cycle of azacitidine, a 
chest radiograph showed bilateral hilar enlargement and bilat-
eral perihilar ground-glass opacities. Four weeks later, after 
the fifth cycle of azacitidine, progression of the pulmonary 
infiltrates was evident on the chest radiograph. Also, the sus-
ceptibility testing of the Mycobacterium fortuitum organism 
demonstrated resistance to clarithromycin. Therefore, trimeth-
oprim/sulfamethoxazole was added. A repeat bone marrow, at 
that time, demonstrated a reduction in the leukemic blasts from 
15% to less than 5%. Four weeks later, after the sixth cycle, 
a repeat chest radiograph was stable, and he was continued 
on his antibiotics. However, because of persistent and worsen-
ing symptoms, a computed tomography (CT) of the chest was 
performed after the seventh cycle. Results showed bilateral 
ground-glass opacities with reticulation in the mid- and upper 
lung zones and patchy peripheral airspace consolidation in a 
pattern suggestive of drug toxicity, possibly alveolar proteino-
sis (Fig. 1). An infectious etiology was deemed unlikely based 
on these findings. He was subsequently seen by the respirology 
service, and a bronchoscopy was performed after the eighth 
cycle. The bronchoalveolar lavage culture did not grow any 
fungal, viral or bacterial organisms strongly suggesting that 
an infectious cause was not responsible for progression of 
lung disease. Follow-up blood cultures were also all negative 
for Mycobacterium fortuitum. He was admitted to hospital 
because of worsening hypoxia, requiring 4 L/min of oxygen 
to maintain an oxygen saturation of 92%. A bronchial wash 
showed a significant amount of eosinophils and no pathogens, 
which suggested an eosinophilic pneumonia or inflammatory 
response. Antibiotics were discontinued, and he was started on 
high dose prednisone. Azacitidine was also discontinued, as it 
was suspected to have contributed to patient’s pulmonary com-
promise. While tapering the dose of prednisone over a 4-week 
period he became more short of breath, and his oxygen satu-
ration dropped to 85% on 3 L/min of oxygen. A repeat chest 

radiograph was reported as stable. A CT of the chest, 2 months 
after stopping azacitidine, demonstrated a similar pattern with 
worsening airspace consolidation and reticulation. No changes 
were made to the differential diagnosis which again included 
drug reaction and alveolar proteinosis (Fig. 2). The temporal 
evolution was felt to be atypical for infection and pulmonary 
hemorrhage. While trying to further characterize his illness, 
the patient deteriorated further and was admitted to hospital, 3 
months after stopping azacitidine. During his stay at the hos-
pital, his condition deteriorated, and the goals of care became 
palliative. The patient passed away in hospital, 1 year after 
starting azacitidine and 5 months after discontinuing it.

Case 2

A 60-year-old male was seen in the lymphoma clinic for an 
asymptomatic pancytopenia and a previous bone marrow dem-
onstrating a non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma with loss of chromo-
some 7. He was anemic (hemoglobin of 77 g/L) with a white 
blood cell count of 3.2 × 109/L and a platelet count of 86 × 
109/L. A repeat bone marrow biopsy showed a refractory cyto-
penia with multi-lineage dysplasia with < 5% blast and a small 
monoclonal B cell infiltration. The patient was initially treated 
with 4-week cycles of single agent rituximab in an attempt to 
reduce the lymphoma tumor burden and improve peripheral 
cell lines. However, he continued to require blood transfu-
sions, and 2 months after receiving the rituximab treatment, he 
remained pancytopenic. A repeat bone marrow aspirate and bi-
opsy was performed demonstrating the refractory anemia with 
multi-lineage dysplasia, as reported previously. He continued 
to require regular blood transfusions. His IPSS was interme-
diate-2. A stem cell transplant was considered; however, no 
appropriate donor was identified. Since no bone marrow do-
nor was available, treatment with azacitidine was initiated 5 
months after the initial diagnosis. After three cycles of azaciti-

Figure 1. CT of the chest after receiving seven cycles of azacitidine. In-
itial CT scan of the chest demonstrates bilateral ground-glass opacities 
with reticulation and patchy peripheral airspace consolidation. Findings 
had a predominant mid- and upper lobe distribution. 

Figure 2. CT of the chest 2 months after discontinuing azacitidine. 
CT scan of the chest 3 months after previous chest CT demonstrates 
significant progression of ground-glass opacities and reticulation with 
new and more widespread areas of consolidation. Findings were again 
more severe in the mid- and upper lobes. 
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dine, he required fewer transfusions (from 6 units/month prior 
to azacitidine to 2 units for over 2 months), and his platelet 
count normalized. However, he started to have numbness and 
pain involving bilateral lower legs between cycles 2 and 3 of 
azacitidine treatment. Atorvastatin was stopped in an attempt 
to improve this pain, but the neuropathy progressed. Defera-
sirox, which had been initiated due to iron overload, secondary 
to blood transfusions, was also discontinued. The frequency 
of azacitidine was reduced from every 4 to every 5 weeks. 
His transfusion dependence increased again to 6 units/month. 
Electromyogram (EMG) studies showed low amplitude bi-
lateral motor responses with slowed conduction velocity in 
lower and upper extremities consistent with a motor sensory 
polyneuropathy. The patient subsequently became febrile and 
was not able to control the neuropathic pain with his analgesic 
regimen (acetylsalicylic acid, codeine, baclofen, pregabalin 
and hydromorphone). Therefore, he was subsequently admit-
ted to the hospital where a regimen including gabapentin and 
nortriptyline improved the patient’s symptoms. Azacitidine 
was held at this point after completion of four cycles. A re-
peat EMG, 3 months after the first one, indicated generalized 
peripheral neuropathy. Compared to the previous study, there 
had been significant worsening. In consultation with neurol-
ogy, they noted that there were elements of both axon loss and 
demyelination similar to a chronic inflammatory demyelinat-
ing polyneuropathy (CIDP) syndrome. Physical examination 
revealed normal cranial nerves. There was atrophy of upper 
extremity muscles and diminished reflexes in both upper and 
lower limbs. Pinprick and light touch sensation was reduced 
in the feet. The patient also experienced worsening weakness 
and neuropathic pain in the legs as well as bilateral foot drop. 
Family history for neuropathy was negative, and other causes 
of neuropathy such as hepatitis C, cryoglobulins, vitamin B12 
deficiency and thyroid abnormalities were eliminated. After 
stopping azacitidine, symptoms plateaued. Therefore, drug-
induced neuropathy due to azacitidine cytotoxicity was the 
only likely explanation. Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) 
was started to treat a possible immune-mediated neuropathy. 
Shortly after starting the IVIg, 11 months after the diagnosis 
and 6 months after the start of azacitidine, the patient was ad-
mitted to the hospital for neutropenia and a bacterial pneumo-
nia. He passed away in hospital as a result of this infection.

Discussion

Herein, we present two cases illustrating potential rare tox-
icities of azacitidine. The first case illustrates a case of drug-
induced lung toxicity. Diagnosis of drug-induced lung disease 
is based on temporal relation of drug exposure and onset of 
respiratory symptoms. There are several case reports of pul-
monary toxicity due to azacitidine. Symptoms typically devel-
oped within 8 weeks of initiation of azacitidine.

All cases of azacitidine-induced pulmonary toxicity have 
been described as pneumonitis and eosinophilic pneumonia 
which are characterized by cough, lung infiltrates, and the pres-
ence of eosinophils in the alveolar spaces and pulmonary inter-
stitium [12-16]. Chest CT in all cases showed bilateral airspace 
disease, nodular opacities, bilateral patchy infiltrates, and en-

largement of mediastinal and hilar lymph nodes. Bronchoal-
veolar lavage showed numerous eosinophils and no pathogens. 
However, this is not necessary for making the diagnosis.

In the case described here, the patient experienced fever, 
chills and night sweats, 8 weeks after initiation of azacitidine. 
Chest radiograph findings at the time were consistent with 
interstitial lung disease. Positive blood cultures for Mycobac-
terium fortuitum and treatment with antibiotics, delayed the 
identification of the association between azacitidine and poten-
tial lung toxicity. The dry cough and dyspnea worsened over 
time, and bronchoscopy identified no pathogens. Furthermore, 
the chest CT showed progressive ground-glass opacities, re-
ticulation, and consolidation predominantly in the peripheral 
and upper lobes. These findings were similar to the reported 
cases of lung toxicity caused by azacitidine. No other etiol-
ogy for pneumonitis was obvious. According to the Naranjo 
adverse drug reaction probability scale, the probability that 
this adverse effect was due to azacitidine was “probable” [17]. 
However, because of the delay in discontinuing azacitidine 
the damage was extensive in the lung tissue, and discontinu-
ing azacitidine and treatment with prednisone did not reverse 
the process. In three reported cases of azacitidine-induced 
lung toxicity, changes were reversible with IV steroid admin-
istration and immediate discontinuation of azacitidine. In two 
cases, azacitidine-induced lung toxicity led to the patient’s de-
mise.

The second case presented another patient with an ad-
vanced myelodysplasia who was responding to azacitidine 
with an improvement in blood counts and reduced need of 
transfusions. He developed progressive polyneuropathy which 
was improved with gabapentin and nortriptyline. Since other 
medications possibly causing symptoms were discontinued 
and all other possible causes had been eliminated, we were left 
with azacitidine as the remaining culprit. Reducing and stop-
ping azacitidine only reduced pain; however, the numbness 
persisted. This patient eventually succumbed to progression of 
his myelodysplasia, being admitted with febrile neutropenia.

A case of CIDP has been reported in abstract form at the 
American Society of Hematology annual meeting in 2009, 
with a similar presentation [18]. A neurologic syndrome has 
also been previously described when azacitidine was used in 
high dose for induction chemotherapy in the mid 1970s [19]. 
CIDP has been reported to be associated with myelodyspla-
sia as a paraneoplastic phenomenon [20, 21]. However, in this 
case the patient did not present with symptoms of CIDP at di-
agnosis, rather the neurologic syndrome only became evident 
after exposure to azacitidine. Therefore, the likelihood that 
it was associated with the underlying myelodysplasia is low. 
This is the first reported case of azacitidine-associated CIDP 
in Canada. In our patient, the temporal relationship between 
exposures to azacitidine, development of symptoms and lack 
of other known cause for the symptoms formed the basis of 
this diagnosis. According to the Naranjo probability scale, the 
diagnosis was “probable”.

Although the hypomethylating agents have advanced the 
treatment for MDS in those who previously had few options 
for treatment, it is important to be aware of some of its poten-
tial, but rare, serious complication which, if identified early, 
may be reversible.
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